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have a community of up to 300
students here, all working on projects
(hobby or not) during the school
year.We've been trying to put together
some funding for them. I'm
wondering if this has happened to
anyone else? Do successful projects
like these ever get funded? ======
tedmiston I've met many amazing
people pursuing such projects. The
most successful I know are a YC-
funded firm of 3 founders that got
one of the most successful
marketplaces for music. Another is a
one-man-band show running for 2
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years with 1 million+ weekly
downloads. To answer your question,
they’re not typically funded —
because the business model isn't
sustainable / easy to find investors to
fund them. I don’t think funding
really changes that though. It’s not
like when you’re starting a startup,
where you need to prove some sort of
viability to attract investors. If you’re
doing a hobby, then it’s just
something you’re doing in your free
time. As far as resources, there’s the
network effect of knowing people
that get funding, like I said. Once you
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publish something, it’s almost
impossible to find your own users, let
alone investors. ------ souprock I
doubt that it works that way. Think of
Scrivener, Project Re:Work, etc. as
examples of software that has no
particular startup funding or going
anywhere. But they were still written
and built, so perhaps you can do it
with a software project. The
interesting thing about software is that
there are very few barriers to starting
a project with no particular funding
and ending it if it doesn't work. ------
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